NEWS WRITING
1. Raeanna Blackburn, Sandia Prep
2. Morgan Roberts, Highland
3. Jessica Grubesic, Albuquerque Academy

FEATURE WRITING
1. Ellie Kerbleski, Sandia Prep
2. Eliza Ennis, Albuquerque Academy
3. Kristen Womble, Sandia Prep

SPORTS WRITING
1. Tyler Doner, Sandia Prep
2. Jeremy Metzner, Highland
3. Sam Goldenberg, Highland

EDITORIAL WRITING
1. Eric Li, Albuquerque Academy
2. Michelle Gullett, Sandia Prep
3. Hanna Grober, Sandia Prep

REVIEW WRITING
1. Will Groff, Sandia Prep
2. Phillip Zamora, Los Lunas

EDITORIAL CARTOONING
1. Pilar Martinez, Highland
2. Brittany Sedillo, Los Lunas
3. Calvary Fisher, Albuquerque Academy

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING DESIGN
1. Heaven Morales, Highland
2. Chris Ryan, Highland
3. Laura Guzman, Mesa Vista

NEWSPAPER PHOTOJOURNALISM
1. Di-Linh Hoang, Highland
2. Miriam Mora, Highland
3. Calvin Salinger, Volcano Vista

NEWSPAPER PAGE 1
1. Danielle Richards, Volcano Vista
2. Miranda Lee, Highland
3. Aidan Altik, Highland

NEWSPAPER PAGE 1
1. Danielle Richards, Volcano Vista
2. Miranda Lee, Highland
3. Aidan Altik, Highland

YEARBOOK COVER DESIGN
1. Tyler Gronseth, Volcano Vista
2. Joey Wright, Volcano Vista
3. William Rodriguez, Highland

YEARBOOK THEME DEVELOPMENT
1. Dayanna Mariscal, Volcano Vista
2. Gema Alas, Volcano Vista
3. Chantal Duda, Highland

YEARBOOK DOUBLE PAGE LAYOUT
1. Devan Wolfe, Rio Grande
2. Brianna Albo, Volcano Vista
3. (tie) Megan McMillan, Sandia Prep and Matt Andrew, Volcano Vista

YEARBOOK FEATURE WRITING
1. Sadie Herrera, Highland
2. Julietta Carrillo, Rio Grande

YEARBOOK PHOTOJOURNALISM
1. Katey Garcia, Highland
2. Mark Valadez, Highland
3. Rebecca Quintana, Highland

LITERARY MAGAZINE COVER DESIGN
1. Joselyn Alderete, Highland

LITERARY MAGAZINE POETRY
1. Alysha White, Volcano Vista
2. Yuridia Loera, Highland
3. Athena Martinez, Mesa Vista

LITERARY MAGAZINE SHORT STORY
1. Shane Owens, Highland

LITERARY MAGAZINE ILLUSTRATION
1. Liza Nguyen, Highland
2. Alex Shomaker, Highland

OVERALL TEAM CHAMPIONS
1. Highland High School, Albuquerque
2. (tie) Volcano Vista High School, Albuquerque, and
   Sandia Prep, Albuquerque